Tumor cell nuclei extraction from paraffin-embedded lymphoid tissue for fluorescence in situ hybridization.
In this study the authors evaluated a technique for isolating intact tumor nuclei from paraffin-embedded lymphoma samples before performing FISH testing to detect the lymphoma-specific trans-location t(11;14) that defines mantle cell lymphoma. Well-characterized surgical pathology cases of mantle cell lymphoma were identified from pathology archives. Thin sections were cut from the paraffin-embedded tissue blocks. One section was stained using hematoxylin and eosin and an area composed exclusively of malignant cells was identified and marked on the slide. The corresponding area of the tissue block corresponding to this region underwent needle core biopsy, and the tissue was processed to isolate tumor cell nuclei and deposited onto a glass slide. The paired sample preparations underwent routine FISH testing for detection of the t(11;14)(q13;q32) chromosomal trans-location. DNA probe hybridization quality was compared between the tissue and isolated nuclei. Individual tumor cell nuclei were successfully extracted from each of the tissue blocks. The t(11;14) trans-location was detected by FISH in all of the samples diagnosed as mantle cell lymphoma. The hybridization signals found in the nuclei of extracted tumor cells were bright, planar, and easily identified. Detection of signal was superior to that on whole tissue samples, where signals often overlapped or were truncated. This technique produces intact nuclei for analysis, preserves the tissue block for additional studies, and allows sampling of a specific area of the tissue block. This approach may be particularly useful when the amount of diagnostic tissue is limited.